
The Brief

- Design the interior graphic identity for a contemporary 
canteen, that has been inspired by London’s Transport’s 
canteen history. 

- Visual identity; logo, letterhead, receipt, menu, mats, 
cutlery sleeve and staff uniform.

- Create a campaign to launch the canteen to the
intended audience.



Research

Looked at canteens from 
1922 (chiswick staff) and in-
terior mobile canteen from 

1937.

London transport catering logo by Eric Ravil-
lious. The logo was applied to cups, mugs, 
cutlery, a 1930s tea set, Griffin tea, Griffin 
sandwich wrapper and Griffin matches. All of 
which formed an identity for the canteen



I found a similar project on behance it was an Arabic food outlet (known as The Canteen). A logo 
was created and then an applied to, staff uniform, menu’s, packaging and stationery as well as the en-
trance and a counter but I’m not necessarily creating a counter and an entrance. This helped see how 
a colour scheme, logo, and visual identity was applied to an interior space. 

Research



Research
I went to the London Transport Museum in order to inspire my project as i will be incorporating the 
history and heritage of TFL into the designs from this i was able to gain starting points. All the pic-
tures i took aren’t included  here because i took a fair amount, these were the most influential ones 
to my project please visit the blog if you wish to see more photos that were taken from the museum. 
http://dav31d.wordpress.com/2012/12/28/london-transport-museum/



My Approach

These were the books I began to look at when it came to designing the identity of the canteen, even 
though I had done the research I wanted to know how to effectively apply it to the project. Reading 
these books enlightened me about the effects of branding, what it is and how to apply it from gath-
ered research. The book I found most useful was the logo design love by David Airey, simply be-
cause I had all this history and heritage about transport and didn’t really know how to appropriately 
include it in a design and that book contained some good examples of how it could be done.



Ideas

Once I had finished reading I started to come up with names for the canteen and possible tag lines. In 
the end I settled for Central Diner because the canteen is in Central London (Covent Garden) and I 
felt the word diner gave it a more classy feel. The sketches here were based on either features I had 
seen at the museum or elements that can be associated with the word canteen or diner.



Logo Ideas
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These design ideas were based on the initials 
of the canteen so the letters c and d merged 
together to basically create a circle shape. 
These ideas didn’t really fit or tie in with any 
history from the museum expect for the col-
ours so I left this idea.

These design ideas were based on a TFL table that i saw 
at the museum the only problem with these was that it 
was too identical to the original logo. 
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I tried another approach with these logo ideas, they were simply based on what you would associate 
with a diner so a table (the circle and the letters C and D symbolising the chairs), and a hot beverage 
either coffee or tea. It was established that this design was too generic and didn’t represent anything 
about the history or heritage of London transport just an ordinary canteen. So I was advised to re-
think about how to represent this canteen essentially I revisited my research. 



Ideas

As I had encountered a problem with the logo (again) I went back to 
the drawing board and began researching more to see if there was 
anything that could have more purpose to its design and most im-
portantly include the history and heritage of London transport. Once 
I had found a new potential route to this problem I began sketching 
new ideas to see what I could come up with. 
More information is included on my blog about my new approach.
Please check if unsure of anything. 
http://dav31d.wordpress.com/2013/03/01/research-ideas-and-skecthes/

Once my logo is complete (currently in the process) i will be able to 
move on to the rest of the visual identity that the brand will lend itself 
to which are stated at the start of the presentation (pg. 1)


